Multiple mechanisms of target cell disintegration are employed in cytotoxicity reactions mediated by human natural killer cells.
The rate of disintegration of target cells subsequent to lytic programming by human peripheral blood natural killer (NK) cells was investigated using a quantitative calcium pulse technique. The rate of this initial calcium-independent target cell disintegration was indicative of a first-order decay process for programmed target cells with a calculated half-life of less than 3 min. This initial, rapid disintegration phase was independent of the overall cytotoxic activity of the lymphocyte preparation tested. Moreover, initial rates of target cell disintegration were comparable for target cell lines that exhibit up to 6-fold differences in overall susceptibility to natural cytotoxicity. In these studies we also consistently observed very slow, calcium-independent disintegration of additional target cells following apparent completion of the rapid disintegration process. Using a 51Cr release assay and K-562 target cells, the kinetics of this slow disintegration process were examined and found to be similar for donors exhibiting up to a 2-fold difference in overall cytotoxic activity and independent of the concentration of programed target cells. Whereas the initial rapid disintegration mechanism was independent of temperature over the range of 10-37 degrees C, the slow disintegration mechanism exhibited a direct dependence on the incubation temperature. Furthermore, we observed that supernatants obtained after the termination of lytic programing by ethylene diaminetetraacetic acid could effect the slow lysis of fresh NK-susceptible target cell lines. These results support the utilization of at least two distinct mechanisms for target cell lysis by human NK cells.